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A ‘Lead and Win’ activity was conducted in BE-B sem VII class as an
Innovative Teaching method on 9th August, 2023.

Students were informed to do the preparation on topic ‘Mobile
proliferation in Cyberspace’ in an earlier lecture.

Then on 9th August 2023, the entire class was divided into 2
organisations. Two students are selected willingly as employers of
those organisations. Now leaders should activate the employees and to
answer the questions of the given topic.

minutes from lecture time to prepare the given topic, and asked them
to form 5 questions. Before that students are divided into 2 groups.
Topic assigned for preparation was ‘Different types of Cyber attack’.

Groups were formed as one will use personal phones for office use.
Another group will use official devices/phones for official use only.

Rules:

•Each team will be asked 10 questions. Whoever gives the
correct answer he will get 10 points. Any question if not
answered by the assigned organisation then the question passes
to another organisation.



Leader or Employer should activate maximum members and all
should try to participate in activity.

• For every right answer 10 marks.
• Scoreboard is prepared for marks.
• Finally, the team with the highest score will be the winner.

Late comers were named as customers and if both organisations
fail to give the correct answer then the question goes to customers.
Thus late comers have to listen carefully to take part in the activity.

Objective-

● To be attentive, punctual and be prepared to perform well.
● To grab the opportunity of leadership and to develop critical

thinking to be successful.
● How to effectively prepare a big topic in a short time.

Outcome-
● Cognitive study of the given topic.
● Develop proper listening and thinking ability.
● Team leading capability.
● Developed the ability of speaking in front of a mob.
● Improves the interest in studies.

Organisation 01 was the winning team with a score of 60 points.
Organisation 02 secured 50 points.
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